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Density functional theory study of dopants in polycrystalline TiO2
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We present a density functional theory (DFT) study of doped rutile and anatase TiO2 in which we investigate
the impact of grain boundaries on the physics of atomic defects. The main goal is to obtain information about the
positions of the defect levels generated by an oxygen vacancy, a titanium interstitial, cation dopants Nb, Al, and
Ga, and an anion dopant N in the electronic band gap having in mind the application of TiO2 as a transparent
conducting oxide (TCO) or its use in heterogeneous catalysis. Due to the known deficiency of the local density
approximation (LDA) of DFT to yield accurate values for band gap energies for insulators such as TiO2, a
self-interaction correction (SIC) to the LDA is employed. The main result of our study is that grain boundaries
do affect the defect formation energies as well as the position and shape of the dopant-induced electronic energy
levels significantly with respect to the single crystal. According to our study Nb doping may lead to n-conducting
TiO2 whereas doping with N, Al, or Ga is not promising in order to achieve p-conducting TiO2. Furthermore an
increase in the photoconductivity of TiO2:N and the colorlessness of TiO2:Al may be explained by our results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Titanium dioxide has attracted an increasing amount of
attention in recent years due to its numerous technological
applications. TiO2 is inexpensive and nontoxic, has a high
oxidative power, and due its electronic band gap of 3.0 eV
(rutile)1,2 to 3.2 eV (anatase),3 can serve as base material for
transparent conducting oxide (TCO) thin-film systems that
are getting widely used as electrodes in photovoltaic and
optoelectronic technologies. Another large application field for
TiO2 is photocatalysis, which allows for example the selective
destruction of highly toxic molecules. For the optimization
of the functionality of the different TiO2 devices a profound
understanding of the defect physics is indispensable. In order to
have good TCO properties, namely high electrical conduction
and high optical transmission in the visible spectral range,
extrinsic dopants that generate shallow electronic defect levels
close to the band edges (of order kBT = 25 meV) are needed.
If TiO2 is used for photocatalytic devices, deeper levels in the
band gap (of order tenths of eV) are desired since they allow a
better absorption of the solar spectrum.4

Our set of dopant elements is mainly chosen with regard
to TCO applications. N, Al, and Ga are candidates for p

doping and Nb is a candidate for n doping, which have so
far been investigated by density functional theory (DFT) only
for the rutile and anatase single crystals.5–8 As important
intrinsic point defects we investigated the oxygen vacancy
and the titanium interstitial which are both assumed to be
but have not been definitely established as a key reason
for the intrinsic n conductivity of TiO2.9 Also the already
existing DFT studies on these intrinsic defects (in rutile10–12

or in anatase13) dealt with single crystals of TiO2 as basic
supercell models. However, real TiO2 materials are usually
polycrystalline with varying grain sizes of 10–100 nm.14,15

This implies that TiO2 systems contain many grain boundaries
(GBs) which can influence the point-defect physics. In our
previous study of polycrystalline ZnO,16 we showed how
the vicinity of grain boundaries can substantially change the

formation energies for certain point defects and modify the
defect levels in the electronic band structure.

In order to come to a realistic and representative set of
atomistic models for our study of doped polycrystalline TiO2

we constructed three rutile GB supercells and three anatase
GB supercells which have atomic structures that have been
partially observed experimentally.17–19 In order to suppress
GB-GB interactions in supercells with three dimensional
periodic boundary conditions a sufficient number of layers
of bulk structure in between two adjacent GBs is needed.
This requirement leads to big supercells and long computation
times.

Furthermore the task of studying the defect levels of
dopants at GBs by DFT is complicated by the fact that an
extension of the local density approximation (LDA) [or the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as well] is needed
because in the case of semiconductors, namely TiO2, LDA
and GGA underestimate the band gap by about thirty to fifty
percent.10,11,13,20–24 From the work of Perdew and Zunger25 on
free atoms it is known that these insufficiencies originate from
the unphysical self-interaction that is present in approximate
LDA or GGA exchange-correlation functionals. Inspired by
Vogel et al.,26 we have adapted a self-interaction correction
(SIC) scheme16 in which the SIC is incorporated in norm-
conserving pseudopotentials (PPs) that is computationally not
more involved than LDA.

In order to deduce which point defects are preferred and
where they will be incorporated into a polycrystal (in bulk
region or at grain boundaries?) we first determined the defect
formation and segregation energies of the above-mentioned
dopants. For the preferred charge states of the point defects in
the bulk single crystals and at the GBs of rutile and anatase we
then calculated the density of states (DOS) with our SIC-LDA
approach in order to obtain accurate information about the
position of the additional electronic levels.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we give the
computational details about the SIC-LDA calculations and the
supercell models. The obtained results of the total-energy and
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electronic structure calculations are presented in Sec. III. A
summary in Sec. IV concludes the paper.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

A. Mixed-basis pseudopotential method

The total-energy and electronic-structure calculations in
this work were carried out on the basis of DFT by means
of the computational mixed-basis pseudopotential (MBPP)
method.27–30 We used the LDA for exchange correlation as
parameterized by Perdew and Zunger.25 For Ti, O, and the
impurity elements (Nb, Al, Ga, and N), norm-conserving
pseudopotentials31 were used for the core-valence interactions.
The valence Bloch states were represented by a mixed basis of
plane waves and additional, nonoverlapping atom-centered p
orbitals for O and N (2p states) and d orbitals for Ti, Nb,
and Ga (3d or 4d states). A plane-wave cutoff energy of
20 Ry (1 Ry = 13.606 eV) was determined to be sufficient
for getting well-converged results. For the k-point sampling of
the Brillouin-zone integrals in the total-energy calculations the
Monkhorst-Pack meshes and a Gaussian broadening of 0.2 eV
were used.

B. Self-interaction corrected pseudopotentials

As mentioned in the introduction we have chosen an
implementation of the SIC that does not increase considerably
the computational effort as compared to the ordinary LDA and
thus is applicable to large atomistic supercells with up to 120
atoms. We incorporated the SIC into pseudopotentials for the
atoms involved. The SIC-LDA calculations for supercells are
then performed as the LDA calculations with the SIC-LDA
PP used instead of LDA PP. A detailed description of this
approach has been given by Vogel et al.26 Our implementation
is explained in detail in Ref. 16. In the following we only
present a short summary and recall the notation.

Our self-interaction corrected pseudopotential V SIC
l (r) in

Kleinman-Bylander-type form reads

V SIC
l (r) = Vl(r) − α

〈
�

pp

l ,wl[VH[nl] + Vxc[nl]]�
pp

l

〉
�

pp

l (r),

(1)

where Vl(r) is the norm-conserving ionic LDA PP for the
valence electrons (constructed for instance in the scheme
proposed by Vanderbilt;31 the subscript l denotes the principal
and angular-momentum quantum number of the respective
highest valence orbital). VH and Vxc are the electrostatic
Hartree and LDA exchange correlation potentials that depend
on the pseudodensity of electron orbital l which is given by
nl(r) = pl|�pp

l (r)|2 where pl is the orbital occupation number
and �

pp

l (r) the pseudo–wave function. 〈...,...〉 denotes the
scalar product. Furthermore weight factors wl are introduced
which can take values in between 0 and 1. With all wl = 1 for
occupied electronic orbitals the correction scheme is called
atomic SIC (ASIC) which is valid for isolated atoms. The
weight factors allow one to turn on and off the SIC gradually.
The advantage is that one can build PPs that are better adjusted
to the local environment in a solid. In the ionic compound
TiO2 for example the 3d orbitals of Ti form the conduction
band and are nearly unoccupied. We take this into account by

TABLE I. The weight factors wl used in Eq. (1) for the rutile
structures. For the 2p orbitals of O and N slightly different weight
factors w1 were chosen (rutile/anatase). The reason is explained in
detail in Sec.III D.

Weight Factor Ti O N Nb Al Ga

w0 0 1.0 1.0 0 0 0
w1 0 0.9/0.8 0.9/0.8 0 0 0
w2 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

setting w2 = 0 which means we do not apply the SIC to the
3d orbitals of Ti. The factor α is an empirical parameter that
can be interpreted as a measure of the deviation of the ASIC
potential from the exact SIC potential of the solid (see Ref. 32
for a detailed discussion).

One can see in Eq. (1) that the weight factors wl and the
parameter α could be merged. The advantage would be to
have less parameters in the model. However, we prefer to keep
the parameters separated as they can be connected to physical
properties of the considered system. The values the parameters
taken in our model of TiO2 are listed in Table I and explained
in detail in Secs. III D and III E.

C. Supercells for grain boundaries and single crystals

Inspired by Refs. 17–19, we selected a representative set
of three rutile and three anatase GB supercells with distinct
structural units at the boundary. These supercell models are
specified in Table II in terms of their boundary plane, tilt
axis, and CSL parameter33 �, the numbers of atoms per
supercell, and the GB energy obtained by SIC-LDA (and LDA)
calculations. Due to the periodic boundary conditions every
GB supercell contains two equivalent GBs. Thus we always
substituted two equivalent host atoms per GB supercell, which
resulted in doping concentrations of 2.8 at. % for the GB1r

and GB4a supercells and 1.7 at. % for the other GB supercells.
As bulk reference structure we used a tetragonal 2 × 2 × 3
supercell of 72 atoms for rutile and 3 × 3 × 2 supercell of 108
atoms for anatase where the substitution of one titanium or

TABLE II. Supercell models for grain boundaries in rutile and
anatase TiO2. In the text we abbreviate the grain boundaries by GB1r ,
GB2r , and so on. The subscripts r and a indicate whether it is a rutile
or anatase grain boundary. The boundary energy determined with
SIC-LDA is the energy needed to insert the grain boundary into
the bulk single crystal (LDA values are given in parentheses). For
GB6a it was not possible to determine the boundary energy with
SIC-LDA (indicated by *.*) according to Eq. (3) because the massive
superposition of levels in the band gap made the determination of the
individual energy shifts impossible.

Grain Boundary Atoms GB Energy
Notation per Supercell (J/m2)

GB1r :(100)[100] �1 72 0.47 (0.47)
GB2r :(210)[001] �5 120 1.92 (1.92)
GB3r :(310)[001] �5 120 2.84 (2.37)
GB4a :(100)[100] �1 72 1.09 (0.64)
GB5a :(021)[100] �5 120 1.32 (0.89)
GB6a :(031)[100] �5 120 *.* (2.36)
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oxygen atom corresponds to an impurity concentration of 1.4
at. % and 0.9 at. %, respectively.

The bulk crystal and GB supercell models were structurally
relaxed by shifting the atoms according to the Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm34 until the resid-
ual forces on all atoms were less than 0.001 Ry/a.u. (1 a.u. =
0.529 Å).

D. Formation and segregation energies with SIC-LDA

For the calculation of the formation energies we applied
the formalism which is extensively explained in a review by
Van de Walle and Neugebauer.35 We determine the defect
formation energy at the grain boundary (m = GB) or in the
bulk (m = bulk) supercell by

Em
f (d,q) = Em

tot(d,q) − Em
tot(h,q = 0)

+μ(h) − μ(d) − q μe, (2)

where Em
tot(d,q) is the total energy of the supercell containing

the defect d (d = N, Al, Ga, VO(= oxygen vacancy) or Tii (=
titanium interstitial) plus q excess electrons. Em

tot(h,q = 0) is
the total energy of the uncharged GB or bulk supercell where
the host atom h (h = O or Zn) is not substituted. μ(h) and μ(d)
denote the chemical potentials of the host and dopant atoms.
μe is the chemical potential of the electrons (the Fermi level)
relative to the valence band maximum, ranging from 0 to 3.0 eV
for rutile and from 0 to 3.22 eV for anatase in the energy gap
between the valence and conduction band edges.

Since the absolute value of the defect-formation energy for
a certain doping material strongly depends on the reference
material36 we have selected stable materials that are likely
to appear in growth processes. As references that compete
with the incorporation in the crystal we have chosen gaseous
molecular O2 for oxygen and N2 for nitrogen. For the other
doping materials we have taken oxidic solid-state compounds.
As reference materials for the metals niobium, aluminum, and
gallium we have chosen Nb2O5, Al2O3, and Ga2O3.

We first determined the total energy of the supercell
containing the defect with LDA: Em

tot(d,q)[LDA]. However,
since the LDA underestimates the band gap and the electronic
defect levels above the valence-band maximum (VBM) are in
general too low in energy this LDA total energy is too low if
states above the VBM are occupied.37,38 Therefore we add to
Em

tot(d,q)[LDA] a correction

�εd = [
εSIC
d − εSIC

VBM

] − [
εLDA
d − εLDA

VBM

]
(3)

for every occupied defect level εd above the VBM. The first
bracket is the energy of an electron relative to the VBM
determined by the SIC-LDA calculation; the second bracket
is the energy of an electron relative to the VBM determined
by the LDA calculation. A discussion and justification of this
correction is given in Ref. 37.

Based on total energies of different suitable supercells one
can determine segregation energies of point defects. As in our
previous paper16 we determined the segregation energy Eseg

by two methods. Method 1 applied for example by Carlson
et al.39 is to calculate the defect formation energy in the GB
and in the corresponding bulk supercell of the same size. Then
Eseg = EGB

f (d,q) − Ebulk
f (d,q). Method 2 calculates the total

FIG. 1. (Color online) On the left: View from [100] on two
supercells (120 atoms each) of the anatase GB5a :(021)[100] �5
doped with Al substituting Ti at the GB. On the right: View from [100]
on two relaxed supercells doped with Al substituting Ti in the bulk
region. The dotted lines indicate the grain boundaries and the shaded
area the bulk region. The special feature of GB5a is two oxygen
atoms with dangling bonds per grain boundary unit cell. This feature
explains the extraordinary behavior of this GB concerning preferred
charge states as well as electronic defect levels (see Secs. III C and
III E).

energy of the GB supercell where the dopant sits in the bulk
region as far as possible away from the grain boundaries which
appear periodically. Such arranged supercells are depicted
in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The segregation energy is then the
difference of the total energies of the supercells with the
impurity at the boundary EGB

tot and in the bulk region EBR
tot :

Eseg = EGB
tot (d,q) − EBR

tot (d,q). Both formulas for Eseg are
defined such that a negative sign of the segregation energy
indicates the preference of the dopant to sit at the boundary.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. TiO2 single crystals

As a prerequisite for the study of dopants and interfaces,
the structural parameters of the rutile and anatase TiO2 single
crystals were determined by DFT calculations with the MBPP

FIG. 2. (Color online) On the left: View from [100] on two super-
cells of the anatase GB6a :(031)[100] �5 doped with Al substituting
Ti at the GB. On the right: View from [100] on two supercells of the
GB6a :(031)[100] �5 where Ti atoms were substituted by Al atoms
in the bulk region. The dotted lines indicate the grain boundaries and
the shaded area the bulk region. The relaxation strongly disturbed the
anatase bulk region because the bulk structure did not have a sufficient
width.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) View from [001] on four supercells
(120 atoms each) of the rutile GB2r :(210)[001] �5 doped with N
substituting O at the GB (top) and in the bulk region (bottom). The
dotted lines indicate the grain boundaries and the shaded area the
bulk region. In the bulk region N stays at the substitutional O site
surrounded by three Ti atoms whereas at the GB it forms a N-O unit.

code and LDA-PP. The obtained values given in Table III
deviate about one percent from the experimental values for
rutile and anatase,40 which are typical deviations for LDA
results.

B. TiO2 grain boundaries

The three rutile and three anatase GB models studied in
this work are listed in Table II. From the differences of total
energies of the undoped GB supercells and the corresponding
bulk supercells we determined the GB energies given in the
last column of Table II. The GB1r is only a weak disturbance
of the perfect rutile structure which is reflected in its low
energy of only 0.47 J/m2. The corresponding anatase �1
grain boundary GB4a , which also has a low energy, differs
more from the anatase bulk reference structure. Some oxygen

TABLE III. Table of structural parameters for rutile and anatase
TiO2. The u is the free parameter of the Wyckoff positions 4f or 8e
for oxygen atoms in rutile or anatase, respectively.

Lattice Parameter Rutile TiO2 Anatase TiO2

a (LDA) 4.575 3.80
a (Exp.) 4.594a 3.785a

c/a (LDA) 0.64 2.45
c/a (Exp.) 0.644a 2.514a

u (LDA) 0.3025 0.21
u (Exp.) 0.305a 0.208a

aReference 40.

atoms at the boundary have only 2 instead of 3 Ti neighbors
(=oxygen dangling bonds). In GB1r all oxygen atoms have
coordinations like in the rutile bulk structure. This decisive
structural difference will be important for the understanding
of the different segregation behavior of extrinsic dopants in
Sec. III C as well as for the understanding of the electronic
structure in Sec. III E.

All the other GBs, some of which are shown in Figs. 1, 2,
and 3, deviate more from the rutile or anatase perfect crystal
and thus require more energy to be formed (for GB2r Dawson
et al.22 reported a boundary energy of 1.72 J/m2 which is
close to our 1.92 J/m2). Just as GB4a, they all have under-
coordinated oxygen atoms at the boundary plane. GB5a even
has two oxygen dangling bonds per GB unit (see Fig. 1). The
consequences of these structural differences will be discussed
in Secs. III C and III E.

C. Formation and segregation energies

The formation energy of a point defect determines in which
concentration it will appear in a material. In Table IV we
give the formation energies determined with SIC-LDA (LDA
value in parentheses) for the neutral point defects NO, NbTi,
AlTi, and GaTi for oxygen-rich conditions; i.e., at the oxygen
chemical potential μO = 0 eV. μO can vary in the interval
HF [TiO2]� μO � 0 where HF [TiO2]= –9.74 eV (taken from
Cox et al.41) is the experimental enthalpy of formation of
TiO2. The formation energies of the different dopants for
intermediate or Ti-rich conditions can be obtained with the for-
mulas Ef (NO) + μO, Ef (NbTi) + 0.5μO, Ef (AlTi) + 0.5μO,
and Ef (GaTi) + 0.5μO.

Before discussing the details of the individual dopants we
summarize three general trends:

(1) In most cases the formation energies of the considered
point defects are lower at the GBs than in the bulk (see
Table IV).

TABLE IV. Comparison of the defect formation energies
(values in eV) of the dopants (charge state q = 0, oxygen-rich
conditions) for the six different grain boundaries determined with
SIC-LDA. The results of the LDA calculation [i.e., without the
correction of Eq. (3)] are given in parentheses. For GB6a it was not
possible to determine the defect formation energies with SIC-LDA
(indicated by *.*) according to Eq. (3) because the massive
superposition of levels in the band gap made the determination
of the individual energy shifts impossible. Also the LDA values
for GB6a which deviate strongly from the other systems have to
be taken with caution since the bulk region for GB6a is small (see
Fig. 2).

(eV) NO NbTi AlTi GaTi

E
Bulkr

f 2.88 (2.63) 2.17 (0.67) 0.89 (0.89) 0.48 (0.48)
E

GB1r

f 2.75 (2.50) 2.60 (1.10) 1.20 (1.20) 0.96 (0.96)
E

GB2r

f 3.81 (2.16) 1.84 (0.49) 0.07 (0.07) 0.00 (0.00)
E

GB3r

f 1.42 (1.67) 1.07 (0.22) −0.87 (0.43) −1.50 (−0.25)
E

Bulka

f 2.78 (2.78) 1.83 (0.68) 1.31 (1.31) 0.99 (0.99)
E

GB4a

f −0.59 (1.21) 0.57 (1.47) −1.11 (1.37) −1.51 (1.03)
E

GB5a

f 0.29 (2.49) 2.43 (1.38) −2.46 (0.54) −2.76 (0.23)
E

GB6a

f *.* (−0.19) *.* (−2.10) *.* (−0.62) *.* (−1.79)
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TABLE V. Segregation energies of the four considered dopants
(values in eV) for five grain boundaries in rutile and anatase TiO2

determined with SIC-LDA by method 1. (The results obtained by
method 2 are given in parentheses.) For GB6a the segregation
energies could not be determined because the bulk region was strongly
disturbed after relaxing the supercell containing the extrinsic dopant
(see Fig. 2).

GB Eseg(NO) Eseg(NbTi) Eseg(AlTi) Eseg(GaTi)

GB1r 0.16 0.37 0.25 0.41
(0.09) (0.03) (0.32) (0.36)

GB2r 1.30 −0.14 −0.80 −0.40
(1.36) (−0.40) (−0.63) (−0.45)

GB3r −1.20 −0.85 −1.68 −1.90
(−0.92) (−0.97) (−1.44) (−1.53)

GB4a −3.37 −1.41 −2.47 −2.55
(−3.27) (−1.50) (−2.26) (−2.32)

GB5a −2.49 0.51 −3.84 −3.84
(−2.18) (0.72) (−3.42) (−3.41)

(2) The formation energies at GB1r differ only very little
from the bulk values due to the high structural similarity of
GB1r to the bulk structure of rutile. The other GBs provide
deviating local environments which allow often energetically
favorable relaxations.

(3) A gain in energy at the GBs is also reflected in the
negative segregation energies in Table V. However, the given
values should be taken with caution since in order to obtain
segregation energies for the dilute limit of dopants one should
work with big enough supercells where the periodically
appearing GBs+dopants are sufficiently separated (see dis-
cussion in Ref. 16). Unfortunately due to the time-consuming
DFT calculations one is limited today to GB supercells of about
100 atoms which imply bulk regions between the adjacent
GBs of only a few layers (see Figs. 1, 2, and 3). The bulk
region of the supercell modeling GB6a was still too small to
obtain the segregation energies at all. For method 2 one has
to place a dopant atom in the middle of the bulk region and
relax the supercell. On the left of Fig. 2 we show the relaxed
case of Al. The few bulk layers are strongly disturbed and
thus the segregation energy derived from such a supercell is
meaningless. Fortunately we encountered such a problem only
for GB6a . Successful examples of doped relaxed structures are
shown in Figs. 1 and 3 where the bulk regions are structurally
intact.

Since point defects can exchange electrons with their
environment one needs to investigate also charged defect
states. As GB1r is very similar to the bulk and GB6a has limited
predictive value due to its small bulk region, we determined
the favorable charge states for the different dopants only at the
four other GBs. Figure 4 shows the defect formation energies
for both bulk structures, GB2r , GB3r , GB4a , and GB5a . The
formation energies are given as functions of the chemical
potential of the electrons μe which can vary in between 0
and 3.0 eV for rutile and from 0 and 3.22 eV for anatase. In
order to put results for rutile and anatase structures in the same
graph we have only drawn the range from 0 to 3 eV. Low
values of μe correspond to the p-conducting regime whereas
values close to 3 eV correspond to the n-conducting regime.

As reference for the extrinsic dopants we also calculated
the two intrinsic defects VO and Tii . Both are discussed as
possible sources of the intrinsic n conductivity of TiO2. Our
findings agree with recent results42,43 beyond LDA and will be
published in a comparative study of TiO2 with rutile or anatase
structure.

1. n-type dopant Nb in TiO2

According to Fig. 4 Nb is an effective donor (positive
charge state). In the bulk structures as well as at GB2r and
GB4a Nb defects prefer the Nb+

Ti state which agrees with the

FIG. 4. (Color online) Defect formation energies for the dopants
in the bulk and at four selected GBs as function of the chemical
potential μe of the electrons under oxygen-rich conditions (μO = 0).
Values of μe close to 0 eV correspond to the p-conducting regime
whereas values of μe close to 3.0 eV correspond to the n-conducting
regime. The numbers +2, +1, 0, and −1 assign the preferred charge
states.
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results of Ref. 7 where TiO2 in the bulk anatase structure
was investigated. At GB3r the Nb2+

Ti charge state is preferred
for low values of μe which can be explained by an O atom
that is only bound to the Nb dopant and thus has a strongly
reducing influence. At GB5a the Nb2+

Ti charge state is dominant
for the whole range of μe. The reason is the presence of two
under-coordinated oxygen atoms close to the Nb defect at
GB5a which facilitate the donation of two electrons. Single
under-coordinated oxygen atoms per boundary unit, like at
GB2r and GB4a , did not show similar effects (which was
also seen in our ZnO study16). Apparently their attraction of
electrons is too weak.

2. p-type dopants N, Al, and Ga in TiO2

The three possible p-type dopants N, Al, and Ga show low
formation energies over the whole range of μe. However in
the decisive p-conducting regime they turn into donors (N+

O,
Al+Ti, and Ga+

Ti). For TiO2 in the bulk rutile structure Al and
Ga defects adopt neutral states Al0Ti and Ga0

Ti which are not
counterproductive but also do not serve as acceptors. Thus our
results would classify N, Al, and Ga as not promising dopants
for the production of p-type TiO2.

Concerning TiO2:N the basic question of how N is
incorporated is still under discussion (see Ref. 8 and refer-
ences therein). In our considered structures N stayed at the
substitutional sites for the bulk structures (and the bulklike
GB1r ) whereas at the GBs a strong N-O bond was formed
(dN−O = 1.38–1.45 Å) during the relaxation of the structures
(see Fig. 3), which is in line with Ref. 8, where the bond of
interstitial nitrogen to oxygen (dN−O = 1.36 Å) was found to
be favorable.

The proximity of oxygen at the GBs does not allow the NO

defect to turn into a N−
O defect (see Fig. 4).

In the presence of the electronegative unsaturated oxygen
atoms provided at GBs the NO, AlTi, and GaTi defects cannot
bind an extra electron (resulting in negative acceptor states)
but even turn into donors for small values of μe as already
mentioned.

In summary, strongly deviating local coordinations at the
GBs can lead to changes of preferred defect states whereas
minor deviations such as just one oxygen dangling bond near
an extrinsic defect do not lead to a modified charge state
compared to the bulk. Especially N has the tendency to form
N-O units at GBs.

In the following we present the electronic-structure results
for perfect bulk structures, undoped GBs, and finally point
defects in the bulk or at GBs.

D. Bulk band structure of TiO2: LDA vs SIC-LDA

In Fig. 5 our LDA result for the band structure of bulk TiO2

in the rutile structure is shown. Each group of bands is labeled
according to the dominant orbitals involved. The LDA band
gap of only 1.55 eV is much smaller than the experimental
gap of 3.0 eV.1,2 Figure 6 shows our result with the SIC-LDA
PP approach. For the orbitals of Ti atoms we did not apply the
SIC. The outer 4s, 4p, and 3d orbitals are uncorrected because
these are almost unoccupied in TiO2. In the case of O we fully
corrected the 2s orbitals (w0 = 1) but only partially corrected
the 2p orbitals (w1 = 0.9). Combined with a value α = 0.8 we

FIG. 5. Band structure of bulk TiO2 (rutile structure) calculated
in LDA. The VBM is set to 0 eV. We find a LDA band gap of 1.55 eV.
The primary orbital character for each group of bands is indicated on
the right side.

obtained a very satisfying band gap value of 3.02 eV. The SIC
O 2p valence band width of 6.11 eV (LDA 5.85 eV) is slightly
bigger than the measured band width of 5.5 eV.44 The fact that
the LDA shows a better agreement concerning the band width
is of minor relevance as for the defect levels the band gap is
more important.

In Fig. 7 our LDA result for the band structure of bulk TiO2

in the anatase structure is shown. The LDA band gap of only
1.73 eV is much smaller than the experimental gap of 3.2 eV.3

Figure 8 shows our result with the SIC-LDA PP approach.
Like for rutile we did not apply the SIC to the Ti atoms. In the
case of O we fully corrected the 2s orbitals (w0 = 1) but only
partially corrected the 2p orbital (w1 = 0.8) and kept a value of
α = 0.8. We obtained a satisfying band gap value of 3.22 eV.
Our O 2p valence band width of 4.81 eV calculated with SIC
(LDA 4.82 eV) almost agrees with the measured band width
of 4.70 ± 0.05 eV.45

At a first glance it may appear desirable to treat TiO2 in
the rutile and anatase structure with the same SIC-PP for the
O atom. With a mean value w1 = 0.85 for the O 2p orbitals
the rutile band gap was 2.81 eV and the anatase band gap

FIG. 6. Band structure of bulk TiO2 (rutile structure) calculated
with modified SIC-PP. The VBM is set to 0 eV. Again each group
of bands is labeled according to the dominant orbitals involved. The
SIC-LDA band gap is 3.02 eV.
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FIG. 7. Band structure of bulk TiO2 (anatase structure) calculated
in LDA. The VBM is set to 0 eV. We find a LDA band gap of 1.73 eV.
The primary orbital character for each group of bands is indicated on
the right side.

was 3.46 eV which both deviate less than 10 percent from
the experimental values. However, we decided to continue our
calculations with the individually adjusted PPs since a precise
description of the undoped band structures is the best starting
point for the determination of the defect levels of the dopants,
and because the solid-state adjustment of the ASIC in the
crystal structures may be slightly different.

E. Electronic defect levels at GB in pure TiO2

In Figs. 9 and 10 sections of the total electronic densities
of states (DOS) for the six undoped GBs and the respective
perfect rutile or anatase crystal calculated with SIC-LDA are
depicted. GB3r as well as all the anatase GBs show deep levels
in the band gap. These deep levels are not an artifact of the
SIC-PPs since they already appear in LDA. However in LDA
the levels lie closer to the band edges. In our previous study
of GBs in ZnO,16 we have only found deep levels above the
VBM. For TiO2 GB3r , GB5a , and GB6a also have deep levels
below the conduction-band minimum (CBM). An analysis of
the DOS of the individual atoms revealed that the deep levels
below the CBM originate from under-coordinated Ti atoms

FIG. 8. Band structure of bulk TiO2 (anatase structure) calculated
with modified SIC-PP. The VBM is set to 0 eV. Again each group
of bands is labeled according to the dominant orbitals involved. The
SIC-LDA band gap is 3.22 eV.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Comparison of the total densities of states
of the three rutile GBs and the perfect TiO2 rutile single crystal
calculated with the SIC scheme. The small colored arrows below the
zero line indicate the occupation level for each supercell. GB3r shows
deep levels due to under-coordinated O and Ti atoms.

(with only 5 instead of 6 O neighbors) and the deep levels above
the VBM from under-coordinated O atoms (oxygen dangling
bonds, with 2 instead of 3 Ti neighbors). However, O atoms
with dangling bonds do not necessarily lead to deep levels.
Performing similar calculations Dawson et al.22 investigated
the undoped (210)[001] �5 GB (our GB2r shown in Fig. 3).
Their calculated DOS in LDA showed only shallow levels
mainly associated with the upper edge of the valence band.
This is in perfect agreement with our LDA (not shown) and
also SIC-LDA results (see Fig. 9). Thus our conclusion is that
under-coordinated O atoms in TiO2 can produce deep levels
but do not have to. Deep levels due to under-coordinated O

FIG. 10. (Color online) Comparison of the total densities of
states for the three anatase GBs and the perfect TiO2 anatase single
crystal calculated with the SIC-PP scheme. The small colored arrows
below the zero line indicate the occupation level for each supercell.
Especially GB5a has deep electronic levels in the middle of the gap
which originate from two dangling oxygen bonds per supercell unit.
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atoms do also require certain geometric arrangements of the
environment.

1. Oxygen vacancy and titanium interstitial

Before we discuss the extrinsic dopants we briefly comment
on the oxygen vacancy and the titanium interstitial embedded
in the prefect rutile or anatase single crystal which are seen as
the key reason for the intrinsic n conductivity of TiO2.13,46,47

Since for all the defects our findings differed very little for the
rutile and anatase structures we show either the DOS results
of rutile or anatase in order to limit the number of figures.

According to the analysis of the defect formation energy
the V 0

O and V 2+
O are the preferred charge states of the oxygen

vacancy. In Fig. 11 the DOS for these charge states are plotted
in LDA and in SIC-LDA. There are no donor levels visible
below the CBM which is in accordance with two other DFT
studies.11,13

The titanium interstitial prefers the Ti4+
i state. Its DOS

are depicted in Fig. 12. In LDA one observes an energy
level 0.25 eV below the CBM which is also reported by
Ref. 11. These authors discuss the unphysical self-interactions
contained in LDA and suspect that their level is linked to
the blue coloration of undoped reduced TiO2 reported by
Cronemeyer46 which is associated with levels 0.75 eV below
the CBM. Our SIC results for the Ti4+

i confirm their prediction
and thus give strong evidence for the blue coloration. Also
Ref. 7, in which LDA+U was used, predicts a level at 0.7 eV
below the CBM.

Since the Tii provides shallow donor states combined with
moderate formation energies in the n conducting regime, the
Tii may cause the intrinsic n conductivity.

F. Electronic defect levels at GB in doped TiO2

As discussed for ZnO in Ref. 16 there is no obvious bulk
SIC reference for extrinsic dopants. For N, Al, Ga, and Nb in
TiO2 one can choose as a physical guideline the weight factors

FIG. 11. (Color online) The total densities of states of the bulk
TiO2 rutile crystal with an oxygen vacancy determined in LDA and
with SIC-PP. The oxygen vacancy leads to minor corrections of the
band edges and does not produce shallow donor levels below the
CBM.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) The total densities of states of the bulk
TiO2 rutile crystal with a titanium interstitial determined in LDA and
with SIC-PP. The deep levels at 0.75 eV below the CBM may be the
reason for the blue coloration observed by Cronemeyer (Ref. 46).

wl according to the atoms they substitute (see Table I) since
the occupation varies rather weakly. For nitrogen for example
we have chosen w1 = 0.8 or 0.9 as for oxygen depending on
whether it was put into TiO2 with rutile or anatase structure. In
the case of Ga the 3d shell is fully occupied and thus requires
a SIC of 100% which is reflected by the choice of w2 = 1 (see
Table I).

1. n-type dopant Nb in TiO2

In Fig. 13 we show the DOS of the GB2r and the bulk
crystal in rutile structure doped with Nb on Ti sites. The Nb+

Ti
defect (lowest in energy according to Fig. 4) creates shallow
donor levels below the CBM. At the GB2r these levels are
more spread out and the interaction of the dopant with the
GB leads to additional deep levels. We observed these two
features as well for the other investigated GBs. For high
Nb concentrations at the GBs we thus predict a lowering
of the optical transparency due to Nb-caused defect levels.
However, the combination of low defect formation energies
and shallow donor levels makes Nb a promising candidate for
the production of highly n-conducting TiO2. This is in line
with recent experiments by Sato et al. (Ref. 48 and references
therein).

2. p-type dopants N, Al, and Ga in TiO2

In order to be good candidates for p doping N, Al, and Ga
should generate shallow acceptor levels above the VBM. The
N−

O defect fulfills that condition in the bulk and at the GB2r

which can be seen in Fig. 14. Unfortunately nitrogen shows
an amphoteric behavior turning into a donor at low electron
chemical potential μe (see Fig. 4). According to Fig. 14 the
N+

O defects do not provide donor levels if they are situated in
the bulk, but at GB2r (and similarly at the other considered
GBs) shallow donor levels at the CBM are formed. These
N+

O defects would then inhibit an effective p doping of TiO2.
Concerning the optical transparency we predict a reduction due
to N doping. The deep levels within the band gap also reported
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FIG. 13. (Color online) The total densities of states of the Nb-
doped GB2r and the bulk TiO2 rutile crystal calculated with the
SIC-PP scheme. The Nb+

Ti defects generate shallow donor levels and
create additionally some deeper levels at GB2r which can reduce the
optical transparency.

by Ref. 8 at about the same positions can cause a decrease
in the photothreshold energy of TiO2 (see also the review by
Thompson and Jates49 for a discussion of the theoretical and
experimental findings).

Al and Ga in TiO2 can be treated together since our analysis
showed that their formation energies as well as their electronic
defect levels are very similar. According to Fig. 4 Al and Ga
have mainly the same amphoteric behavior as N. Again in the
bulk the behavior is promising since the Al−Ti and Ga−

Ti defects
generate shallow acceptor defects whereas the donor Al+Ti and
Ga+

Ti defects do not produce relevant levels. At GBs however,
as in the case of nitrogen, we find donor states which are
relevant for low values of the electron chemical potential μe.

According to the formation energy analysis Al and Ga
prefer the neutral defect state for the n-conducting regime

FIG. 14. (Color online) The total densities of states of the N-
doped GB2r and the bulk TiO2 rutile crystal calculated with SIC-PP
scheme. Nitrogen doping leads to shallow donor or acceptor levels
depending on the considered N+

O or N−
O defect.

FIG. 15. (Color online) The total densities of states of the Al-
doped GB5a and the bulk TiO2 anatase crystal calculated with SIC-PP
scheme. The Al−1

Ti defect generates shallow acceptor levels in the bulk.
However, according to Fig. 4 Al+1

Ti is the preferred defect state for
the p regime which does not provide shallow levels close to VBM.
Interestingly, it opens the band gap at GB5a .

at GB5a (see Fig. 4). According to Fig. 15 the configuration
GB5a:Al0Ti makes all the deep levels in the middle of the gap
disappear which means that GB5a is more transparent than in
the undoped state (see Fig. 10).

Especially for Al-doped TiO2, we find a general absence
of deep levels for all our investigated systems. This is in
accordance with the experimental finding of Ref. 50 that
TiO2:Al is colorless. However, the theoretical work of Islam
et al. using a DFT-HF hybrid method52 reports that the isolated
Al0Ti defect generates a deep level in the band gap. According
to their study Al in a substitutional site in combination with
an oxygen vacancy does not introduce any deep defect level
in the band gap. Since we focused in this study on GBs and
did not consider the defect complex AlTi-VO we cannot further
comment on this discrepancy.

Ga doping reduced the number of deep levels in most cases.
However, the effect we observed was weaker than in the case
of Al. For example at GB3a Ga created deep levels which Al
did not.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we studied four substitutional dopants Nb, N,
Al, and Ga at six different grain boundaries and in the bulk
single crystals of TiO2 with rutile or anatase structures. We
found that

(1) There is a general trend of segregation to the GBs for all
dopants.

(2) The defect formation energies for the dopants at the
grain boundaries can differ by several eV from the perfect
crystal values which can be rationalized by the different local
environments at the GBs compared to the perfect bulk. These
different environments can lead to deviating preferred charge
states for the defects at the GBs. For example pairs of under-
coordinated oxygen atoms near a dopant lead to modified
charged states (see GB5a in Fig. 4). Single under-coordinated
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oxygen or titanium atoms did not affect the preferred charge
states of adjacent defects compared to the bulk.

(3) All dopants create modified defect levels near grain
boundaries. They tend to be spread out and also their positions
can change.

(4) The position of the additional deep levels at 0.75 eV
below the CBM generated by a titanium interstitial (for
TiO2 with rutile structure) as found by SIC-PP can ex-
plain the blue coloration observed by Cronemeyer46 (see
Fig. 12).

(5) Doping of TiO2 with Nb in order to obtain an n-
conducting TCO should work since Nb defects prefer the Nb+

Ti
donor charge state which can serve as a single donor because
it produces shallow levels below the CBM (see Fig. 13).

(6) Doping of TiO2 with N, Al, and Ga in order to obtain
a p-conducting TCO is not very promising according to our

findings since these dopants show amphoteric behavior and
turn into donors for low values of the electron chemical
potential. The generation of levels within the band gap due to
N doping may cause a decrease in the photothreshold energy
for TiO2. Ga doping does merely create deep levels whereas
Al doping even reduces deep levels and should lead to an
improved transparency of polycrystalline samples.
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